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upper intermediate

Open mind
Unit 9: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

C Complete the sentences with a gerund or 
an infinitive (with or without to) form of the 
verb in brackets.
0 I’m looking forward to competing  in the 

tournament. (compete)

 16 We spend a lot of time   to solve 
problems like these. (try)

 17 At first, I was scared to   
ideas I had been taught in school. (challenge)

 18 The team had difficulty   
funding for their project. (get)

 19 I really object to   in these terrible 
conditions. (work)

 20 Our laboratory does not have the resources 
  experiments of that type. 

(carry out)

 21 Sadly, I didn’t have an opportunity 
  to her. (talk)

 22 I noticed several of the athletes   
before the race. (pray)

 23 I gave up competitive swimming because I was 
bored with   every day. (train)

 24 We are always careful to   
our safety equipment. (check)

 25 You’d feel a lot better if you stopped lying around 
  crisps all day. (eat)

D Complete the sentences with the 
correct preposition.
0 He is excited about  going to Hong Kong.

 26 Who is responsible   keeping the 
documents in order?

 27 Richard doesn’t really care   
making money.

 28 She’s rather fond   watching old films.

 29 Do you think that Millie would be interested 
  coming to London with us?

 30 I don’t think he’s capable   running 
the company.

Score   / 30

Grammar
A Choose the correct word or phrase.

0 I don’t think she’ll have any difficulty finding /  
to find work.

1 You have to make an effort to stay / staying in touch 
with people.

2 I heard one of the competitors to complain / 
complaining about the conditions.

3 Why do you waste your time worrying / to worry 
what other people think?

4 I’m really looking forward to taking / take part in 
the race.

5 Most people sit at their desk to browse / browsing 
the Internet all day.

6 I had a hard time to persuade / persuading the 
others to join in.

7 I feel it’s my duty to looking / look after her.

8 I object to have / having to pay for the experience!

9 I was ashamed to admit / admitting that I didn’t 
know the rules of the game.

 10 He spends most of his time playing / to play 
games online.

B Match the sentence halves.

0 She’s bored c

 11 She was quite interested  

 12 She’s very excited  

 13 Lucy is really good  

 14 Sophie’s very fond  

 15 Sara is responsible  

a about taking part in this race.
b at running long distances.
c with working at the same place.
d of telling jokes.
e in hearing what Jamie had to say.
f for organizing the event.
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Open Mind upper intermediate

C Choose the correct options to complete 
the texts. 

Text 1:  After carrying out (0) measurements / tests / 
theories on a skull found recently in woodland 
near Oswestry, scientists have (16) concluded / 
theorised / studied that it belonged to a man of 
Afro-Caribbean origin, aged between 25 and 50. 
No other bones were found, and one  
(17) conclusion / proof / theory is that it was 
brought back to the UK from abroad. However, 
there is no way to (18) study / measure / prove 
this beyond doubt.

Text 2:  (19) Measurement / Research / Experiment was 
carried out on a group of medical students to 
see if a short sleep in the middle of the day 
would improve their functioning. During the 
(20) theory / experiment / proof, rolling eye 
movements – a sign of attention failure – were 
(21) measured / experimented / proved, and the 
(22) measurements / tests / conclusions were 
clear: sleep did indeed improve performance.

D Choose the best options to complete the 
each sentence. 

0 Nothing compares to the   of riding a 
huge wave.
A thrill
B agony
C desire

 23 When my business partner died, I lost the   to 
carry on.
A joy
B feeling
C will

 24 After his brother’s murder, he felt a strong desire 
  revenge.

A to
B of
C for

 25 Our choir doesn’t do concerts. We meet simply for 
the joy of  .
A singing
B sing
C to sing

Vocabulary
A Complete the sentences with options from 
the box. Use some options twice.

will   fun   thrill   win   success   agony   defeat

0 Most people play board games just for the 
fun  of it.

1 Imagine the   of jumping out of an 
aircraft at thirteen thousand feet. Nothing compares 
with the excitement.

2 The test results didn’t come back for four days and 
we had to endure the   of waiting.

3 The   to win is what makes a champion.

4 That final, winning goal is what we all live for –  
the   of victory!

5 The desire for   is what motivates 
people. No one wants to fail.

6 The charity helps people to deal with the 
  of loss after the death of a loved one.

7 This photograph of a footballer with his head in his 
hands captures perfectly the agony of  .

8 It’s the desire to   that separates the 
champion athlete from the merely talented. 

B Complete the sentences with the correct 
noun form of a verb from the box. Use one 
word twice.

experiment   theorise   measure   conclude   test   
research   prove

0 They did an experiment  to test the theory.

9   are being carried out to find out 
how the man died.

 10 She does   into education on 
alcohol and tobacco.

 11 They took   of noise levels inside 
the factory.

 12 The children were learning about Darwin’s 
  of evolution.

 13 Blood pressure is a   of the force 
on the outside part of the arteries as the blood is 
pumped blood through the body.

 14 This is only a theory and we still don’t have any 
  that it is true.

 15 So after all the research, did the scientists come to 
any definite  ?


